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Discover Dr. Sha's powerful soul techniques for opening your spiritual communication channels   

Do you want to communicate with your own soul? Do you want to communicate with your spiritual

guides and angels? Do you want to communicate directly with the Divine? You can! In Soul

Communication, Dr. Zhi Gang Sha reveals secret Soul Power techniques to develop the four major

spiritual communication channels: Soul Language, Direct Soul Communication, Third Eye, and

Direct Knowing. While the soul's wisdom is profound, Dr. Sha also gives you remarkably simple and

practical tools for applying it. Soul Communication empowers you to transform every aspect of your

life, from health to relationships and finances. Receive guidance from the Divine, your spiritual

guides, and your own soul. Empower yourself to fulfill your physical life and your spiritual life.
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I have read a variety of books in the spirituality realm and something about this author doesn't strike

me as authentic. I have read many reviews here and the most disturbing are the ones that give little

detail as they blindly praise this author's divinity and wisdom.Here's the thing that I find most

uncomfortable: You don't have to sell spirituality. No one has the perfect way that you can only find

in his book, or shall I say "series" of books. There are many ways to reach forgiveness, peace,

harmony and love. This teaching gives me an uncomfortable feeling of exclusivity. In fact, I

wondered why a book about the soul, as written by Sha, was not published by Hay House--a very

inclusive, "try everything that works for you"-type of company. After reading the focus and tone, I

realize why Hay House might have passed on this manuscript.I became skeptical early on, but I



tried to keep an open mind and give his lessons a try. I only got as far as "Soul Language" in Soul

Wisdom when he gave me a number to chant over and over, but I don't know what the number

means--it's a secret and he promised to sell that secret to me in another book later on."Master Sha"

allowed me to call on his soul as I performed my Divine Download, as long as I paid him the

common courtesy of returning it when I was done. Perhaps this is an Eastern practice I have never

heard of, but it felt too much to me like asking the Priest to bless my relationship with God. The way

I believe, I never needed the priest to communicate with God and I don't need Master Sha to "be

with me" as I meditate and find peace and wisdom from within.I feel duped by the five-star reviews

and the lack of information here posted on .

It is with mixed feelings that I write this- The world DOES need a soul movement - and Dr. Sha's

teachings are based on some basic truths and provide empowering tools that can provide

benefit...But, I'm just not sure it needs the ultra-organized commercialized dogma of the Dr.Sha

"Mission":First of all, similar to his previous books, don't be duped by the "best seller" status or 5

star ratings:1) members of the Mission contribute thousands of dollars in lieu of `blessings' from

Master Sha as a part of a `book campaign' - these funds are used directly by Master Sha's institute

to internally buy books from retailers 2 or 3 at a time to falsely and unethically stage the book's

popularity (Google "Dr Sha book campaign" if you don't believe me)2) members of the Mission are

urged to write positive reviews about Master Sha's books, and get discounts for it...thus all the

prosaic 5 star reviews.It's not really that they want to sell lots of books - they want to attract more

members to the Mission- i.e. to join the Sunday Blessings and the Retreats....which is where the

real money is made. It's not that unlike this story: google "Did dirty tricks create a best-seller"Sure,

the members deeply believe that they are promoting truth (indeed, other religions have done much

worse in the name of God)...but personally, I don't find these methods to be all that `saintly'(it might

even be karmic)... if there are real truths in the book and the Mission it would sell itself on its own

merit like most best sellers do.And what `services' does Master Sha offer at his blessings and

retreats? Well, Master Sha believes that he is a "Channel" of the Divine, and he (and only he) has

been given special powers.
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